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Salted Meats frsm the Wreck s f the William Salthouse:
Archaeological Analysis of Nineteenth Century Butchering
Patterns
A.J. ENGLISH
I w o sanzplesfvonr the salted beef aitdpork Largo ofthe William Salthouse were examined in 1991.

If was found that the Gclnadian butchering partern used, except in the case c)f beeflimb division, was
indistlngur~hablefrom patterns used by Australian rerarl butchers selling fresh meat last cerztury
The shipwreck asremblage indicated thai salted meat rs not invisible In the archaeological record
and that the a n a l y ~ i sof butcherrltg mark locution and morphology on food bone5 recovered from
Australian lerrestrral Jrtes may allow the d~tectionof salted meat remczins This a d s another
perspeclive to f h e alreaily accepfed value ojfaunal analysis us u means of revealing lnformatzon
about d ~ e tand social status The assemblage also revealed a great deal of i~Eformationabout a
specij2c method of salting and packing 7'hzs knowledge cart be added to the znformution already
gathered fi-om the wreck concernllzg shipboard packzng and trade practice

INTRODUCTION
The food bone assemblages from Hyde Park Barracks,
Sydney (1814-present), from Regentville, near Penrith
(1860-1869), and f r o m t h r e e s i t e s in F o o t s c r a y ,
Melbourne, - the Pickelt Cottages (187215-1898), the
Stanley Arms Hotel (1840--19603, and the Bridge Hotel
(1855-1967) - w e r e e x a m i n e d by the author f o r
butchering patterns. Social and economic factors indicated
differences between institutional catering (Hyde Park
Convict B m a c k s ) and hotel catering (Stanley Arms and
Bridge Hotel), whilst differences were also evident
between rural and urban assemblage^.^
Archaeological deposits from the wreck of the William
Salthouse, 1841, in Port Phillip Bay, were investigated for
information about a nineteenth century Canadian method
of butchering and packing preserved meat. The procedures
detected were studied in relation to legislation of the time
which set out strict rules concerning the quality, age and
shape of packed ~ u t s . ~ T butchering
he
pattern evident here
was then compared to those present on the terrestrial sites
mentioned above as a means of assessing the potential
visibility of salted meat remains in food bone assemblages
on Australian historic sites.
The William Salthouse cargo illustrates the fact that
salted meat cuts need not necessarily comprise only boned
pieces, as assumed in a recent report on First Government
House site, Sydney.5 Rather, through an examination of
butchering marks and site context, salted meat may be
visible archaeologically on terrestrial sites.

which forbade direct trading between colonies.
The enterprise came to a sudden end when the ship
struck a submerged rock while attempting to enter the bay.
With the rudder badly damaged and the hull breached it
was boarded by the Port Phillip pilot who attempted to sail
it up the bay. This effort proved unsuccessful and the
Wllliunz Salthouse ran aground on the Pope's Eye Shoal.
The crew abaqdoned the vessel without loss of life, taking
the sails and ship's papers. 11 was then left to the efforts
of the salvaging parties. This task was made difficult by
stormy seas and eventually ceased. The ship then quickly
vanished from the historical r e ~ o r d . ~
In August 1982 two divers came across the wreck and
alerted the Maritime Assoc;iation of Victoria and the
M a r i t i m e A r c h a e o l o g i c a l U n i t of t h e V i c t o r i a
Archaeological Survey. The remains were gazetted under
the Historic Shipwrecks Act. 1981 (Victoria) on 22
December 1982.
In 1983 a test excavation was carried out which
recovered a range of artefacts from the site. In 1991 a
furlher excavation took place involving the removal of the
contents of a salted beef barrel.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The William Salthouse, a 250-tonne copper-sheatbed brig,
was the first large vessel to sink in Port Phillip Bay. At the
time of loss it was under the ownership of Green and
Company, a British firm, and was trading between Canada
and the settlement of Port Phillip, It carried a varied cargo
valued at 12 000 pounds comprising wine, champagne,
flour, gunpowder and nails, as well as 355 barrels of salted
pork, 143 tierces and 83 barrels of prime mess beef and 15
barrels of beef b r i ~ k e t s The
. ~ ship was undertaking the
journey in contravention of the British Navigation Acts

Fig. 1. Map showing location of the wreck site William Salthouse
(from Staniforth 1987).

ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT
In 1982 the w e c k was found lo be situated in 12 metres
of water and buried in a two to three metre high sand ridge
in the path of the tidal streams8 Surface scouring and the
activities of sports divers had been responsible for the
destruction of large portions of the vessel. The midships
area was preserved to a height of between two and three
metres above the keel, while the bow and stem had been
more extensively removed. Despite this damage, remains
of the cargo in the hold were amazingly intact. Tiers of
intact casks were preserved as they had been placed at the
time of loading. This provided an excellent context in
which to study not only the methods of shipboard packing,
but also the cargo itself.
Under the Canadian legislation of 1839 each cask had to
be marked with the meat type and grade applicable to its
contents. Meat grading was determined by the age and
weight of carcases at the time of slaughter. Separate grades
and meat types were to be packed in different barrels. In
the beef category, mess beef was ranked highest and was
to consist of the 'choicest pieces only' (briskets, thick
flanks, ribs, rump and sirloin) from well-fatted and
properly aged animals. No necks, shanks or other poor
quality parts were to be included in this grade, but were
relegated to the two lower divisions of prime and cargo
beef in increasing proportions. Pork was treated in the
same fashion, being divided into mess, prime mess, and
mess and cargo porks.
Ideally, it would be of most interest to examine the
contents of an intact barrel as the legislation and barrel
markings provide us with a very well defined context in
which to examine archaeologically the butchering and
packing methods used. Unfortunately this has not yet been
possible, and our samples derive instead from far less
secure contexts.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHODS
A five-week excavation season, between March and April
1983, produced an accurate plan and photomosaic of the
site, and placed transect trenches across the vessel as a
means of sampling its cargo.g The trenches passed port to
starboard and measured nine by two metres. Trench 1 was
run across the cargo hold forward of the main mast.
Trench 2 was situated just aft of the main mast in the area
where general cargo was likely to be located.
Artefact recovery involved the use of hookah-powered
airlifts to remove spoil followed by hand-fanning of the
sand matrix. Excavation was carried down to the depth
where intact barrels were situated.1° The faunal remains
from this excavation (sample one) derive from a poor
archaeological context on the surface of the site which
represents disturbance by currents and sports divers. It is
not possible to trace any skeletal elements to specific
barrels." They were collected primarily from the surface
of Trench 1 between points (a)-(d), and were in
association with a number of marked casks bearing the
lettering, 'Moore Montreal 1840 Dec 200 Prime Mess
Pork.'12
A second excavation occurred in August 1991 designed
to recover the material from an intact barrel and to record
the spatial distribution of skeletal elements within it.
Unfortunately, between a half and two-thirds of the barrel
e x c a v a t e d h a d already been removed by tidal
scouring, The barrel was lying on its side and was oriented
along the bow-to-stern axis. It was excavated in three units
or spits which were hand fanned.13
A number of problems arose to hamper this process
which are common on maritime sites, namely poor
visibility, currents and short working periods. The

unconsolidated nature of the matrix and an absence of
height recording also meant that accuracy was restricted.
Nevertheless, it was possible to gain some impressions of
how the bones were lying within the deposit. All the bones
recovered (sample two) derive from within the barrel.'4
The lid facing the bow was marked W i m e Mess Beef'.
That facing the stern was not recorded.

TAPWONOMV AND SITE-FORMATION
PROCESSES
Taphonomic analysis is essential to any faunal study, and
in the case of the William Salthouse was instrumental in
determining the ability of both samples to provide
information. Comparison of the two separate contexts,
exposed (sample one) and concentrated (sample two),
indicated the effects of natural and cultural site-formation
processes.
First, the types and ratios of bone weathering were
compared. The elements from sample one all exhibited
surface flaking of their cortical bone structure. Many also
had lost areas of cortical bone completely, and every
element had suffered rounding and abraiding, especially
on exposed articular surfaces and processes. This
weathering is commensurate with their having been
collected from an exposed context on the surface of the
site.
Movement of the abrasive sand and the elements
themselves across the wreck caused by tidal action had
been responsible for the observed bone destruction. The
incidences of irregular breakage (fracturing not associated
with butchering) witnessed on pork long bones, ribs,
vertebrae and skulls was probably caused by collisions
between bones and other objects, the behaviour of sports
divers and possibly the process of wrecking itself.
As it derive from a different context one might have
expected the bones in sample two to bear different types
or degrees of weathering. However, comparison with
sample one would seem to indicate that the elements
located in the upper two units of the barrel deposit are
largely remains redeposited from elsewhere on site.
Unit 1, the uppermost layer, contained bones whose
morphology paralleled that of sample one in terms of
cancellous bone exposure and irregular breakage.
Important also is the presence of pork bones in units 1 and
2 within a barrel labelled as containing 'Prime Mess Beef'.
Either we are faced with evidence of a disregard for the
letter of the law or the effect of site disturbance.
It needed to be considered whether the elements could
possibly have been eroded as they were in situ. Comparison with units 2 and 3, as well as analysis of the spatial
distribution across all three units was used to clarify this
issue. All the elements in unit 2 had suffered irregular
breakage, cancellous bone exposure and rounding and
abraiding. Pig bones were again present and in greater
proportions.
Significantly only beef elements were found in unit 3,
and their degree of cancellous bone exposure, rounding
and abraiding, and irregular breakage was of a much
smaller scale. This may suggest that the lower unit has
been less disturbed and therefore more closely represents
the original contents of the barrel. It needs to be stated,
however, that the definition of all three units was very
arbitrary. Some elements projected through two or more
units but were in fact only ascribed to one.
This limits our interpretation of context considerably.
Excavation of an intact barrel is required before we can
properly assess the effect of tidal action and scouring upon
bones located within a barrel. Can bones in such a context
also suffer irregular breakage and surface flaking?
Spatial analysis also suggests that the deposit is

disturbed as it was noted during excavation that the
orientation of elements appeaed to be lclrgely random, A
number of pork and beef vertebrae strings were obsenred
with a n average of three elements in each. All were
oriented differently . I 5
Patterning was found in the placement of beef ribs.
Where they were not too fragmentary they were seen to be
lying against the sides of the barrel with their convex faces
conforming to the curve of the container.16 It can be argued
that such a pattern is not likely to be the product of
irregular natural disturbance, but instead is a result of the
original method of packing. This implies that some of the
elements are in fact preserved in situ.
Importantly there was no apparent pattern to the
distribution of pig elements across the three units. Lighter
and less dcnse parts such as ribs occur in unit 1, thereby
indicating that we are not examining a deposit in which
elements have moved differentially down through the
matrix after a single depositional event. Rather, the
process of scouring has caused an irregular removal and
replacement of elements over time. This observation
imples that pork was most probably not packed inside the
barrel at all. Rather, the pork elements present are the
products of the ebb and flow of tidal action across the site.
Some of them may in fact have been part of the barrel
deposit for a considerable period of time and may have
suffered little predepositional erosion. Nevertheless,
comparison with the bone type and condition observed in
unit 3 and sample one suggests that they are redeposited.
Units 1 and 2 may comprise a mixture of original and
redeposited remains, yet cannot be intact stratified
representations of the original packing procedure.
In conclusion, it appears that the contents of the barrel
are disturbed. This is suggested by comparison of the bone
condition across and within samples one and two; by the
absence of patterning in the distribution of pig bones by
shape or weight; and by the impression that unit 3 is at
least partly representative of the original contents and
packing method.
Having assessed the archaeological and taphonomic
context of both samples it was then necessary to examine
in detail the butchering marks present on the bones. This
had the potential to provide further information about
packing methods in the absence of intact deposits, and
could be compared to terrestrial site butchering patterns in
order to assess how distinctive the butchery used by the
Canadian meat trade was. Could the two samples illustrate
that salted meat remains could be detected on Australian
historic terrestrial sites through the study of butchering
mark location, orientation, morphology and frequency?

BUTCHERY AND MEAT PRESERVATION
Figures 2 and 3 show the location of observed butchering
marks on the bones from the wreck. Carcass division
appears to have been dictated by a number of factors.
These are the needs of the meat preservation process, the
space available within the cask, and carcase size. It was
hypothetical that this would produce a pattern of butchery
which differed from those applied to fresh wholesale and
retail meat. The preservation of meat for storage and later
consumption is dependent on the arresting of anaeorobic
microbial decay which, in the living animal, is held in
' ~ is a fine preservative
check by metabolic p r o ~ e s s e s . Salt
as it induces desiccation and, like smoking, removes much
of the water content of meat which allows decomposition.
Sugar or pickle may be added to reduce the astringent
effects of the salt, and saltpetre may also be included to
allow retention of meat colour.
The Canadian legislation provided for the addition of 75
pounds of good quality coarse-grained salt, an amount of

Fig. 2: Position of observed butchering marks (shown by lines) on
the beef bones from the William Salthouse.

Fig. 3: Position of observed butchering marks (shown by lines) on the
pork bones from the William Salthouse.

pickle and four ounces of saltpetre to every barrel of pork
and beef. This was held to be sufficient to cure 200 pounds
of meat.ls
Spoilage will occur in salted meat if it is bruised or
damaged during transportation, or if salt fails to penetrate
the heart of the packed segments. For these reasons the
packing of meat securely within barrels is very important,
as is the size and shape of the meat cuts. The Canadian Act
of 1839 required all meat to be cut into segments 'as nearly
square as may be' to facilitate easy and tight packing.lg
Moreover, each piece could not exceed a particular
weight. Beef cuts could not be more than eight or less than
four pounds in weight, while pork could be no more that
six and no less than four pounds.20 This was to prevent the
packing of large pieces which might more easily spoil, due
to the time required for the salt to penetrate them.
The William Salthouse cargo clearly indicates that bones
could be retained within salted meats cuts. This is in direct
opposition to a statement made in a recent report on First
Government House, Sydney, which argued that salted meat
is invisible archaeologically due to the practice of
deboning, a view expressed also in many American
papers.21A number of reasons can be put forward as to why
bones were retained in this instance. Bones may prevent the
evaporation of all meat water content and therefore improve
the taste of salted meat. Bones may prevent the penetration
of micro organisms to the heart of the packed cuts.
Unboned cuts require far less handling and processing, and
therefore spoil less easily. Labour costs are reduced if
bones are returned as their removal can increase the time
required to process a carcase by two or three hours.22 If the

legislation was adhered lo, significant labour was already
being expended on reducing cmcases lo pieces of statutory
weight. Bones themselves have significmt dietary value
derived kern marrow extraction and their use in soups and
stews.
Tables 1 and 2 illustrate that the cargo contains not only
a significant number of bones but a wide variety of
skeletal parts. Van Wyngaarden-Bakker found this to be
the case with the salted meat cuts from the isolated Dutch
whaling settlemeilt of Smeerenburg, Spitsburgen?"
Unlike the remairts from that settlement, those from the
Williarn Salthouse have not been further processed on land
for cooking or disposal, and so we have a unique
opportunity to record the primary butchery used for
packing and preservation.

Table 1: Sample One: Number of Identified Fragmenis

Sus scrofa (Pork) Skull
Mandible
Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lum bar vertebrae
Sacral vertebrae
Ribs
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Pelvis
Femur
Patella
Tibia
Fibula
Fibular tarsal

THE BEEF CARCASE

78

Total
50s taurus (Beef) Femur
Thoracic vertebra

1
1

Total

2

Table 2: Sample Two: Number of Identified Fragments
Unit

Species

Skeletal Part

One

Sus scrofa (Pork) Skull
Mandible
Premo!ar
Thoracic vertebrae

Two

Sus scrofa (Pork) Skull
Sacral vertebrae
Rib
Pelvis
Unidentified

Number

The treatment of beef fore and hind limbs produced
butchering marks not found on any terrestrial site studied.
The cuts are square in accordance with the legislation, and
derive from sawing the bones through at the shaft, disarticulating the joints. The femur from sample one had
been sawn through trallsversely and completely at the
proximal end on a line level with the top of the trochanter
minor (Fig. 4). The sawn surface was characterised by
parallel striations produced by the teeth of the saw, and
was angled slightly upwards medio-laterally. The distal
end had also been sawn through completely on a line
bisecting the condyloid fossa. The midshaft was intact.
This separated the leg from the loin and rump area, and
broke down the leg itself into smaller pieces.

Total
One

Bos taurus (Beef) Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Sacral vertebrae
Scapula
Hurnurus
lschium
Ilium
Long bone
Rib

Two

50s taurus (Beef) Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Sacral vertebrae
Sternebrae
Humerus
Pelvis
Long bone
Rib

Three

50s taurus (Beef) Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Vertebral epiphysis
Rib
Unidentified
Total

Fig. 4. Beef femur front Sample One of the William Salthouse. Tile
lines of division are qiiite distinct. Posterior view. Photograph b y the
author.

3

2
1
4
4
88

The forelimb had been treated in a similar fashion. The
proximal humerus had been separated from the shaft by
sawing through on a line just above the deltoid tuberosity.
This end was left in articulation with the distal scapula
which also had been sawn through on an acute angle just
below the acnomion. This divided the shoulder from the
arm joint. The absence of an intact distal humerus and
midshaft, or proximal radius and ulna, prevent us from
determining where division occunred in the lower leg.
The remaining beef elements, ribs and vertebrae, all bore
lines of division which were indistinguishable from
common butchering practices evident in the five terrestrial
assemblages. The vertebral column had been sawn in half
down the sagittal plane, and then again transversely at a
number of points. to produce square-cut sections of
articulated ribs and vertebrae (Fig. 5 ) . All ribs had been
sawn through near their distal ends to allow separation of

Frg 5 Beef Ilunrhor vertebra femrsr front Sample One of rhe Wllliam
Sallhouse The element has been sawn down rite sagrrtal plane
Pos terror yzew Photograpll by the author

the brisket. The one-third ribs being smaller had been left
relatively intact, while those later in the serles had been
sawn tbrough their midshafts and lhrough or just below
their angles to prodrrce square-cut rib pieces. These cuts
were a11 mgled to take lnlo account the curve of the rib
cage.

THE PORK CARCASE
D u e to its smaller size the pig carcase required far less
segmeratation. Skulls were split down the sagi"ca1 plane
a n d brains which were not packed were removed (Fig. 6).
T h e skull was separated from the vertebral column by an
o b l i q u e c h o p d o w n across t h e occipital condyles.
Mandibles appear to have been separated from the skull
b y ciiopping ti~roughthe juncrion of the vertical and
h o r i ~ o n t a lrami. All cervical vertebrae present had been
c h o p p e d in half down the sagittal plane. No transverse cuts
w e r e seen so each half may have been left articulated, All
e x c e p t one thoracic vertebra had been chopped in two
somewhat irregularly on a line just to the left of the sagittal
plane.

F i g . 6 . Pig skull fronz Sample One of the Willianl Salthouse chopped
down the sugirral plane. Dorsal view. Pliorograyit by the alrrhor.

Dorsal spines were left intact and no transverse cuts
w e r e e v i d e n t . One thoracic vertebra was undivided
p r o b a b l y indicating that some sections of back were
packed wiaour being split. It could also indicate that the
butchery was of a poor quality involving the packing of
shoddily split vertebral c o i u m s . The lumbar vertebrae
a l s o included some undivided specimens, and in the
absence of a larger sample it is impossible to determine
whelher all backs were meant to be split or not.

R ~ b shad becn chopped through with s slrasghc cut just
below llacnr angles aird were k i t ~ l p~ P T & I L ~ ~ B I with
~ O I X the
verlebi-al column. Thr\ cut rcprcraeed the loin horn the
belly Rrb paccel m,iy lrave been c r e ~ t e dby cultlng
between sets of ribss,hut t h ~ sprocccdure rriay have left no
butchering mark%, dncl hence is nnd~st~nguishable.
The
foreilmb was divided hy chopping ?I?mugh the neck of the
scapula, thereby cleallng an drm and shouldcr jomt. Again
the cut rs square, and left the distal scapula and proximal
hrxmerus In artrculat~on. Swatland ~ n d i c a l e sthat this
r e m a ~ n scontemporar 1 Canadtan and American retail
pr actace.?"
The humerus was represented by irregularly broken
mldshaft pleces bearing no butchering marks, a n d
occas~onaiIyw ~ t hartrculat~onsurfaces attached. The bone
appears to have been left Intact. The lower forelimb may
have been chopped lhrough on an acute angle through the
proximal ulna and radlus. A large1 sample 1s requlred to
conflrm this. The pelvis was halved but appears to have
been left in articulation with the femur.
A common practice wimessed in terresu~alassemblages
was to separate the loin and t h e leg by a n o b l ~ q u e
dorqo-ventral cut just anterior or posterlor of the acetabulun.
Such butchery was not plesent here. A straight line of
divislon may have been carrred down through the vertebral
column just anterlor of the ilium. Simlarly a cut may have
been made dorso-ventrdlly through the illum shaft. The ftrr;t
cut would leave no butcherrng marks on the pelvis, while the
latter would have involved the sepxation of the ilium wing.
However, due to the irregular breakage present on all pelvis
fragments ~t is not possible lo determine the type of cutting
procedure used.
Thc lower hind l ~ m bappears to have been left Intact
altholigh it was not possible to d e t e m ~ n ewhether feet had
been !~lct attached to i h limb
~ or separated from it.
VISIBILITY OF PACKED SALTED MEAT CUTS ON
TERRESTRIAL SITES

It needs to be remembered from the outset that here we are
examining only one example of salted ineat cutting. The
butchery techniques employed by the Canadian packers
may have varied significantly from those used elsewhere
during the nineteenth century for both exportation and
home trade. The cuts from the William Sallhouse would
be largely undetectable on tenrestrial sites in Australia due
to their close similarity to common wholesale and retail
cut types.
The ribs and vertebrae of both species studied do not
differ in their treatment from that applied by Australian
retail butchers of fresh meat. Moreover the fact that pig
limb bones appear to have been left relatively intact means
that more examination of bone morphology will not aid in
detecting the presence of salted provisions. It is possible
however that the fragmentary nature of the pig sample has
obscured a distinctive butchering pattern. As already
mentioned, distinctive cuts are witnessed on the hind and
fore limbs of beef. It is possible that t h e treatment
observed reflects the influence of American cutting
procedures which favour the p r a c t i ~ eof sawing through
limbs as opposed t o the English, Irish and Scottish
preference for disarticulation and rounded cut edges which
was directly imported lo Au~tralia.~"n this instance
however the square cutting used can be related to the
necessities of packing.
It is imporlmt to note that Golley observed from First
Government House a 11umber of cattle hock bones which
had been sawn through above and below the joint in a
fashion identical to the square cutting seen in the William
Salthouse sample.26 Further consideration of context is
required before we can begin to assess whether the First

G o v e r n m e n t H o u s e b o n e s r e p r e s e n t s a l t e d rne;it
consiimpt~on.The r e l a t ~ v eabsence o i square cutting in the
terrestrral ;assemblages studied lrrghl~gbtsthe distnnclrve
nature of the Wlllkarn Salfhoikse beef bones, Nevertheles.;.
thlz also forces us to c o n s ~ d e rwhether sidlted meat may
have been butchered In a vdrrety of s a y s by other
expolters or Auslsalian butcherb
Butchering practices exhibited and contjnue to exhrbrt
significant variation even withrn srngle geographical
regionr, Cutting melhods w ~ l be
l ~~rfluenced
by the type of
c a r c a s e belng treated, its quality and meal b e a r ~ n g
capacity, consumer taste, economlc cllmate and the source
. ~ ~ power of economics is expressed
of trade t r a ~ n i n g The
in the statement by an Adelaide butcher duling the Flrst
World War to the Interstate Prlces Comm~sslon:
When meat can be sold at reasonable prices the
consumer buys large joints. In the case of mutton and
lamb for instance, he would be induced to take the full
quarter. In this case the butcher practically gets rid of
the carcase without inuch trimring or waste and is
able to sell at a less margin on cost than if he has to
cut the carcase into small joints and pieces. On high
prices the public are forced to buy small quantities,
and there is a big demand for chops, steak and small
cuts. As a result there is waste and loss, and a quality
of prime meat suitable for joints finds its way into the
factory.28
Obviously variations in butchering patterns witnessed
archaeologically have to be considered from the number
of different points of view. Differences over time and
space may be significant and may only be understood by
examining both the historical and archaeological context.
It is reasonable to argue that methods of salting and
packing meat will also exhibit variations. Salted meat may
be consumed in a number of different circumstances; for
example, on isolated propenies and whaling and sealing
stations, or within the urban environment. To detect the
remains of such meat on terrestrial sites we must consider:
(a) the relationship of site occupants t o forms of
supply. Is there the likelihood that home slaughtering
was carried out on a site? Was it supplied by the
government store or retail butchers?
(b) the butchering mark morphology and frequency.
It will be interesting to increase our sample of
butchered food bones from isolated sites, such as
those inhabited by whalers and sealers, as well as
other shipboard cargoes and supplies as salted meat is
likely to have been consumed in these contexts.
Salted meat may not necessarily be packed prior to
consumption. Rather, carcases may be salted and hung,
and pieces removed as required, or carcases may be
divided in any number of ways prior to storage in meat
s a f e s . F o r t h i s r e a s o n packed salted c u t s m a y be
distinctive due to the nature of their treatment and the
shape of space available within a cask. Nevertheless, here
too the limits of variation in procedure are impossible to
map. Further site comparison using assemblages from
d a t a b l e d e p o s i t s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h a p e r i o d of s i t e
occupation and use is necessary before the meaning of
butchering mark types can be understood. Certainly some
of the meat cutting present in the William Salthouse
sample is distinctive and relates directly to the method of
packing.

Packing methods
Pork:- W e c a n say little archaeologically about the
method of pork packing employed due to the absence of a
secure spatial context. Analysis of butchering mark
location and orientation indicated that carcases were

halvcd l x ~ l dthat the lrmbc wele posslbiy d ~ v i d e dat a
nlazrlbci of polnlts The lrnes of diviilon appear to adhere
closely to time legiilatrorr govemlng the procediare as all
observed cuts are square.
Beef. Sa~npletwo suggests thdt beei wds packed wrth the
ribs Ilnrng the Insicle curve of the b m e l The absence of
signs of d ~ s a ~ i c u l ~ i t lindicate?
on
that vertebrae and ribs
were not separated The larger joints, cut square, appear
to bdve been packell into the central space of the cask. The
exact nature of their d i s t l ~ b u t ~ oand
n thetr relatrve
frequency 1s not apparent due to the disturbed nature of
the two deposit.;. We must awalt the conlrolled excavatlon
of an intact cask before such infomation can come to
Ilght*

Meat grading
A more defined context will also allow us to examrne the
extent to which the ruIes of meat grading were adhered to.
Were the correct proportions of elements packed In the
mdividual casks? The analycis of epiphyseal fusion and
t o o t h erupiiorl p a t t e r n s will a l s o p r o v i d e u s w l t h
information on meat quality. This was undertaken by the
author for both the s m p l e s but the contextual problems
discussed limited 11s application.

CONCLUSION
The salted meat from the wreck of the Williain Sallhouse
clearly illustrate that salted provisions are not necessarily
invisible in the archaeological record. Even if more of the
butchering residues present indicate rhat packed salted
meat, at least in this instance will be largely indisti~iguishablefrom fresh meat remains on terrestrial sites,
the assemblage has revealed a great deal of information
about specific methods of butchery. In addition, it has
forced us to consider the relationship between carcase
division and the use of space in packing, This can only
serve to heighten our awareness of the possible meaning of
butchery patterns present in other assemblages, and may
even lead to the detection of salted meat in terrestrial
contexts. Our appreciation of past lifestyles and the
workings of trade and supply will benefit greatly from such
a perspective.
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